Roles of carbonated recycled fines and aggregates in hydration, microstructure and mechanical properties of concrete: A critical review
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Abstract: CO₂ mineralisation by recycled concrete is a novel approach of carbon capture and utilisation to improve the sustainability of concrete products, which has attracted increasing attention in recent years. This paper presents a comprehensive review on carbonation mechanisms related to CO₂ mineralisation and hydration, microstructure and multiscale mechanical properties of concrete containing carbonated recycled fines and aggregates, with special focus on the chemistry-microstructure-property relationships. The carbonation kinetics of recycled fines in aqueous environment exhibit a typical particle size effect, while the high pozzolanic reactivity of carbonated recycled fines can facilitate the nucleation and stabilisation of hydration gels and contribute to the rapid hydration of cement paste. Carbonated recycled aggregates (RAs) are favourable in enhancing the micro-mechanical properties of interfacial transition zone in concrete through the synergic effects of physical interlocking and chemical bonding. Compared to concrete with plain RAs, up to 33.0%, 12.1% and 28.7% rises in compressive, splitting and flexural strengths of concrete can be achieved under 100% replacement of carbonated RAs. Due to the Stefan effect, concrete with carbonated RAs has higher dynamic peak stress but lower strain-rate sensitivity of elastic modulus than concrete with plain RAs. The global CO₂ mitigation capacity of recycled concrete varies from region to region and thus reasonable transportation network and high-efficient carbonation process are essential to ensure a balance between the environmental and economic benefits. This review summarises the recent advances in the field and discusses some future research opportunities to develop low-carbon concrete with recycled concrete as a carbon sink.
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1. Introduction

With an annual CO\textsubscript{2} production of 2.2 Gt, cement and concrete production accounted for 5–8% of global greenhouse gas emissions in 2017 [1]. In order to achieve the goal of less than 0.8 Gt/year carbon footprint in the cement industry by 2050 [2], the recycling of construction and demolition (C&D) wastes can be a sustainable and cost-effective solution with a maximum potential reduction in global CO\textsubscript{2} emission of about 1.3 Gt/year [3]. Driven by global urbanisation, more than 3.0 Gt/year of C&D wastes were produced worldwide, which mainly consists of recycled concrete, brick, glass, asphalt, stone, metal and plastic [4]. As the major component (nearly 80%) of C&D wastes [5], recycled concrete can be divided with particle size as recycled concrete fines (RCF, finer than 0.15 mm), recycled fine aggregate (RFA, smaller than 4.75 mm) and recycled coarse aggregate (RCA, larger than 4.75 mm) [6]. In the last decade, the utilisation of recycled concrete aggregates as alternatives to natural fine and coarse aggregates is considered to be an eco-friendly recycling pathway for the disposal of C&D wastes, which can reduce CO\textsubscript{2} emissions and non-renewable energy consumption by 62% and 58%, respectively [7].

However, the addition of RCAs would inevitably lead to the degradation in engineering properties of concrete, suffering from the loosely packed old mortar adhered to the surface of RFAs and RCAs [8]. Therefore, modification treatments on recycled aggregates have been developed by either removing the adhered mortar (e.g., physical grinding [9], microwave heating [10], acid soaking [11]) or strengthening the adhered mortar (e.g., polymer impregnation [12], pozzolanic coating [13], bio-deposition [14]). In addition to these traditional methods, accelerated carbonation of recycled concrete has been highlighted as a sustainable modification method. Generally, CO\textsubscript{2} mineralisation of recycled concrete can be regarded as a type of carbon capture and utilisation approach, taking advantage of the high content of calcium and magnesium carbonates in recycled aggregates [15]. In other words, the unavoidable CO\textsubscript{2} source of cement and concrete even transfers to the favourable CO\textsubscript{2} sink, while enhancing the physical properties of RCFs, RFAs and RCAs [16].

Although the engineering properties of concrete with carbonated RCAs were discussed in Ref. [17], as a complement to the existing review, this paper aims to gain a deeper and systematic understanding of how CO\textsubscript{2} mineralisation affects the reaction kinetics and phase assemblage of RCFs, RFAs and RCAs as well as their contributions to the evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties. Then, recent advances in the roles of carbonated fines and aggregates on hydration, microstructure, and micro- and macro-mechanical properties of paste, mortar and
concrete were comprehensively reviewed, focusing specifically on the chemistry-microstructure-property relationships. The sustainability was assessed from local and global perspectives, aiming to address the remaining challenges for reducing the carbon footprint of recycled concrete further. The outline of this review is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Outline of this review on the roles of carbonated recycled fines and aggregates in concrete.

2. CO₂ mineralisation methods and mechanisms

2.1 Carbonation methods

As the CO₂ concentration in the atmosphere is lower than 0.06 vol%, the CO₂ diffusion coefficient of cement-based materials is approximately 10⁻¹⁰–10⁻¹² m/s [18], so the natural carbonation process of concrete would last for decades. Previous experiments suggested that the maximum carbonation depth of C25 concrete after 14-year natural carbonation only reached 16.7 mm [19]. Theoretical predictions by CO₂ emission-absorption balancing further revealed that the carbonation depth of C30 and C35 concrete after 100-year service life was about 21.8 and 12.3 mm, respectively [20]. Therefore, accelerated carbonation technologies have been adopted for CO₂ mineralisation in recycled concrete to guarantee the rapid carbonation of hydrations and clinkers within several days, which can be divided into gas-solid and liquid-solid carbonation methods. Fig. 2 displays general apparatuses utilised in the CO₂ mineralisation of recycled fines and aggregates.

2.1.1 Gas-solid carbonation methods
The gas-solid accelerated carbonation methods are developed through increased CO₂ concentration, pressure and temperature, as well as reasonable relative humidity (RH). Generally, the gas-solid methods include standard CO₂ curing, flow-through carbonation, pressurized carbonation, etc.

![Diagram of carbonation methods]

(a) Flow-through carbonation [21]  (b) Flow-through carbonation [22]
(c) Pressurized carbonation [23–25]  (d) Pressurized carbonation [26]  (e) Aqueous carbonation [27]

**Fig. 2.** General apparatuses adopted for CO₂ mineralisation of recycled concrete.

Standard CO₂ curing is referred to the carbonation test of concrete, in which the CO₂ concentration, RH and temperature are maintained at 20 ± 2%, 60 ± 5% and 20 ± 2 °C, respectively [28]. But the carbonation duration should be at least 7 d due to the relatively low penetration rate of CO₂ into recycled aggregates [29]. In contrast, the flow-through carbonation method, with pure CO₂ (>99.5%) or mixed flue gas injected from one side of the chamber and discharged from the other side (Fig. 2a and b), can shorten the curing duration of recycled concrete to no more than 96 h [21,22]. Prior to the carbonation process, recycled aggregates were pre-conditioned under 50 ± 5% RH and 25 ± 2 °C for at least 24 h to ensure the moisture content approached the optimal RH of 50–70% [30]. Afterwards, recycled aggregates are suggested to be carbonated under a flow rate of 5 L/min and CO₂ concentration over 10%, while the temperature and RH remain the same as pre-condition [31]. Moreover, pressurized carbonation is more efficient to facilitate the penetration of CO₂ into the concrete matrix and reduce the carbonation duration to 24 h [23–25]. The carbonation chamber was firstly vacuumed to negative pressure lower than −0.5 bar for exclusion of air, and
then pure CO₂ was injected into the chamber until attaining target pressure levels varying from 0.1 to 5 bar [31], as displayed in Fig. 2c and d. The required RH is in accordance with the flow-through carbonation method, while saturated Mg(NO₃)₂ solution or silica gels can be applied to maintain the optimal RH during carbonation [26,32–34]. In addition, the increase of carbonation temperature from 25 ± 5 °C to 70 ± 5 °C considerably enhanced the CO₂ uptake of recycled aggregates by 38.6% within 24 h, in comparison with that of standard CO₂ curing [35,36].

2.1.2 Liquid-solid carbonation methods

Liquid-solid accelerated carbonation methods are more effective in promoting the carbonation efficiency of recycled concrete, as the carbonation reactions between hydrated products and water-CO₂ mixture are more complete than that in the CO₂ gas [37,38]. By continuously bubbling pure CO₂ or mixed CO₂ and N₂ gas into a solution containing recycled concrete fines (Fig. 2e), the carbonation reaction degree of cement paste was significantly improved to over 90% within only 6 h [39,40]. To ensure the uniform dispersion of recycled particles, the water-CO₂ suspension should be stirred at a speed of 200–600 rpm under the gas flow rate of 10–24 L/h [41,42]. However, the carbonation process of recycled concrete in an aqueous environment is highly dependent on the size effect [40], and accordingly the liquid-solid carbonation method is more suitable for the accelerated CO₂ curing of recycled fine aggregates or recycled concrete fines [27,43]. Additionally, several pre-treatment methods, such as spraying reclaimed wastewater [21,34], pre-conditioning in magnesium nitrate solution [44], pre-soaking in limewater or calcium nitrate water [45,46], and creating a reactive shell [33], were also proved to accelerate the carbonation process of recycled aggregates.

2.2 Carbonation mechanism

The carbonation of hardened recycled concrete includes a series of physical and chemical processes, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The carbonation kinetics can be affected by the parent materials of recycled concrete (i.e., particle size, porosity, water content, content of supplementary cementitious materials and pre-treatment methods) [17,25,47], as well as carbonation methods (i.e., gas-solid and liquid-solid carbonation) [27,48] and conditions (i.e., CO₂ concentration, gas pressure, carbonation time, RH and temperature) [31,35]. The carbonation mechanism of recycled concrete is explained in terms of the diffusion process, dissolution process and carbonation reactions.

2.2.1 Diffusion process

During accelerated carbonation, the diffusion process is denoted as the process that CO₂ diffuses into the pores from the external environment and reaches the reactive zones of recycled aggregates,
as displayed in Fig. 3a. The CO2 diffusion process in recycled aggregates is different from that in natural aggregate due to the inhomogeneity microstructures in hardened concrete [49]. Based on Fick’s law, the diffusion of CO2 gas follows the negative gradient direction of CO2 concentration field. Thus, the increase in CO2 concentration can promote the carbonation efficiency. However, the promoting effect is not obvious when the CO2 concentration exceeds 20%, as the increase of CO2 concentration from 10% to 100% only resulted in a slight increase of CO2 uptake from 1.0% to 1.2% within the first 24 h flow-through carbonation [31]. In a similar manner, the rise of CO2 gas pressure is favourable in the diffusion process, while the increase of gas pressure from 0.1 bar to 5 bar only led to a minor enhancement in CO2 uptake of 0.01% to 0.66% in recycled aggregates sizing from 10 to 20 mm [23]. Moreover, the CO2 diffusion process is also related to the pore diameter of recycled concrete matrix, which can be affected by collisions between CO2 molecules and pore walls as well as collisions between CO2 molecules when the pore diameter ranged between one and ten times the mean free path of CO2 gas [50].
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**Fig. 3.** Illustration of physical and chemical carbonation processes of recycled concrete.

2.2.2 Dissolution process

The dissolution of CO2 and reactive phases in pore solution is the main dissolution process (Fig. 3b). Actually, sufficient humidity in pores is essential for CO2 dissolution since the carbonation process requires H2O to form the carbonate ions, as expressed in Eqs. (1) and (2).

\[
\text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{CO}_3
\]  

(1)
\[
\begin{align*}
H_2CO_3 & \rightarrow HCO_3^- + H^+, \quad HCO_3^- \rightarrow CO_3^{2-} + H^+ \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(2)

In general, the carbonation interface in recycled concrete is regarded as the composition of carbonation zone, carbonation front and non-carbonated zone [51]. However, scanning electron microscope (SEM) images further revealed that there exists a dissolution front between the former two zones, which is closely associated with the diffusion process and carbonation reactions [52]. The dissolution rate of CO\textsubscript{2} can be estimated by Henry’s law [53], while CO\textsubscript{2} solubility should be considered for prediction at higher carbonation pressures, especially when the pressure exceeds 7 MPa [54]. In addition to the dissolution of CO\textsubscript{2} from gas to liquid, the leaching of mineral ions (e.g., Ca\textsuperscript{2+} and SiO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{2−}) from solid to liquid is another type of dissolution process (Fig. 3c) that is strongly affected by the calcium content, particle size and microstructure of recycled concrete [15,55].

2.2.3 Carbonation reactions

The dissolved carbonate ions in the pore solution can react with the leaching minerals from the solid matrix including calcium hydroxide (CH), calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-H) and cement clinkers [48]. The reaction between CH and CO\textsubscript{2} plays the dominant role as the solubility of CH is the highest among all calcium components. Consequently, the formation of insoluble calcium carbonate would lower the pH and calcium ions concentration of the pore solution as:

\[
Ca^{2+} + CO_3^{2-} \rightarrow CaCO_3, \quad Ca^{2+} + OH^- + HCO_3^- \rightarrow CaCO_3 + H_2O \]  

(3)

As the reaction proceeds, calcium carbonate tends to precipitate as aragonite or vaterite under kinetics dominant conditions, while calcium carbonate can convert to more stable calcite polymorph under thermodynamic dominant conditions [56]. However, the formation of thin calcium carbonate layer on the surface of CH would hinder the permeation of CO\textsubscript{2} and gradually slow down the carbonation reactions [50]. Accounting for over 70\% of hydrations, amorphous C-S-H gels would be carbonated on condition that most of the CH is consumed [57]. The carbonation of C-S-H forms the calcium carbonate and amorphous silica gels and reduces the Ca/Si ratio as:

\[
\alpha CaO \cdot SiO_2 \cdot \beta H_2O + \alpha CaCO_3 \rightarrow \alpha CaCO_3 + SiO_2 \cdot \gamma H_2O + (\beta - \gamma) H_2O
\]  

(4)

Similar to the carbonation of CH, the reaction products of carbonated C-S-H gels also contain three types of calcium carbonate polymorphs, among which calcite crystals would cover the surface of C-S-H and inhibit further carbonation [58]. Moreover, residual cement clinkers (i.e., tricalcium silicate and dicalcium silicate) and aluminates (i.e., ettringite) are also potentially carbonated phases even under low CO\textsubscript{2} concentration [59]. The carbonation of the former one could form calcite and
silicate gels [60], while the carbonated products of aluminates include calcite, gypsum and alumina gels [61], as described in Eqs. (5)–(7). Consequently, the filling effect of produced high-density crystals can enhance the microstructures of recycled aggregates and fines.

\[
3\text{CaO} \cdot \text{SiO}_2 + 3\text{CO}_2 + \alpha\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 3\text{CaCO}_3 + \text{SiO}_2 \cdot \alpha\text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{5}
\]

\[
2\text{CaO} \cdot \text{SiO}_2 + 2\text{CO}_2 + \alpha\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2\text{CaCO}_3 + \text{SiO}_2 \cdot \alpha\text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{6}
\]

\[
3\text{CaO} \cdot \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \cdot 3\text{CaSO}_4 \cdot 32\text{H}_2\text{O} + 3\text{CO}_2 \rightarrow 3\text{CaCO}_4 + 3(\text{CaSO}_4 \cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O}) + 2\text{Al(OH)}_3 + 9\text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{7}
\]

3. Hydration of cement with carbonated recycled fines

3.1 Reaction kinetics

3.1.1 Kinetics during aqueous carbonation

Following the abovementioned mechanism, the aqueous carbonation kinetics of RCFs can be explained in four stages. (i) Within the first 2 min of carbonation, the dissolution rate of RCFs was higher than the dissolution rate of CO₂ gas, and thus both calcite precipitation and CO₂ dissolution could limit the carbonation reaction [39,62]. (ii) In the second stage from 2 min to 10 min, the solution was kept at high supersaturated of calcite, while a rapid drop in saturation of portlandite and C-S-H phases occurred, suggesting that the leaching of hydrations governs the carbonation rate [63]. (iii) When the carbonation duration ranged from 10 min to 20 min, the concentration of hydrates become undersaturated, during which the supersaturation of calcite dropped sharply, implying that the carbonation process was limited by the dissolution of hydrates [64]. (iv) At over 20 min, the saturation indexes of both calcite and hydrates were maintained at the minimum value, and accordingly the dense calcium carbonate layer on the surface of RCFs would no longer hinder the diffusion of CO₂ [65]. However, the concentration of amorphous silica and alumina hydroxide increased coupled with the formation of silica and alumina gels [66].

A further study reported that the carbonation kinetics of RCFs in an aqueous environment is also related to the particle size [40], as illustrated in Fig. 4. For the coarse particles (0.6–2.36 mm), there exists a synergistic effect of the initial carbonation in bulk solution and follow-up carbonation due to carbonate diffusion, which would lead to the formation a reactive shell on the particle surface and densify the internal microstructure [33]. In contrast, the finer particles smaller than 0.15 mm were completely disintegrated and converted to calcium carbonate and silica crystals after the aqueous carbonation [67]. Meanwhile, 0.15–0.6 mm can be regarded as a transition particle size range where balanced densification and disintegration of RCFs take place [40].
3.1.2 Kinetics during cement hydration

Carbonated RCFs have been proved to be a pozzolanic material with high reactivity in the hydration process of composite cement. As seen in Fig. 5a, the early hydration kinetics of portlandite-RCF blends were similar to that of ternary composites consisting of portlandite, fly ash and limestone in terms of the calorimetry results [68]. The calorimetry curves were mainly affected by three aspects: (i) the first reactions related to the dissolution of anhydrous materials; (ii) the main hydration peak associated with alite hydration [69]; (iii) the inflection after the alite hydration peak due to the depletion of gypsum and the accelerated reaction of the aluminate phases [70]. It is noted that the first dissolution peak can be intensified by incorporating carbonated RCFs, while there is a minor effect on alite hydration peak as compared to the limestone-portlandite blends [71]. Moreover, the depletion of sulphate occurred earlier in the RCF blend than that in the fly ash blend, attributed to the restrained alite hydration and delayed sulphate depletion by fly ash [68].

The evolution of hydration kinetics provides more insights into the hydration degree of composite cement. The consumption rate of C₃S, C₃A and C₄AF clinkers were similar among the three blends [68], but the hydration rate of C₂S clinker was significantly lower in the carbonated RCFs blend as compared with the limestone blend (Fig. 5b). Moreover, the content of portlandite in limestone blend increased continuously due to the clinker reactions, while that in the carbonated RCFs blend was much lower and increased slowly (Fig. 5c). The latter can be explained by the rapid pozzolanic reactions of alumina-silica gels in RCFs blend [41]. In addition, the pozzolanic reaction rate of RCFs blend was higher than the fly ash blend, as indicated by the lower portlandite content and higher bound water content of the RCFs blend [68,72,73]. The zeta potential analysis
further inferred that there exists a strong acid-based chemical interaction between dissolved calcium ions and carbonated RCFs surface, in contrast with the weak electrostatic interaction of uncarbonated RCFs [74]. Therefore, the carbonated RCFs facilitated the nucleation and stabilization of C-S-H gels and contributed to the rapid hydration within a few hours [37].

Fig. 5. (a) Calorimetry curves and (b) dicalcium silicate and (c) portlandite content during cement hydration (Note: L – limestone, FA – fly ash, cCP – carbonated cement paste) [68].

3.2 Phase assemblage

3.2.1 Phase assemblage during aqueous carbonation

Based on the Gibbs free energy minimization theory, the phase assemblage evolution of RCFs during aqueous carbonation was predicted through thermodynamic modelling, indicating the formation of two main carbonated products, i.e., calcium carbonate and amorphous gels [42]. As the main reaction product in carbonated RCFs, calcium carbonate can be produced by decalcification of CH, C-S-H, alite and belite clinkers. Within the first 5 min of carbonation, CH and carbonate ions dissolved from CO₂ reacts first [62], during which two types of calcium carbonates appeared, including amorphous calcium carbonate and calcite [66,75]. The carbonation of C-S-H took place when CH was completely depleted at 5–30 min, leading to the rapid development of calcite crystals on the surface of RCFs particles [76]. At over 30 min, the leaching of calcium ions under a lower Ca/Si ratio was devoted to the precipitation of calcium carbonate, and the stable calcite polymorph became the main form of calcium carbonate [77,78]. Moreover, the thermodynamic modelling results suggested that the reactions of interlayer and principal calcium occur in the meanwhile before the removal of high-Ca C-S-H [42], and only the principal calcium was left after the consumption of high-Ca C-S-H (Fig. 6a). As the carbonation duration increases from 5 min to 60 min, the pH of water-CO₂ solution significantly dropped from over 12 to nearly neutral [79], while
the Ca/Si ratio also gradually dropped from over 3.0 to around 0.66 (Fig. 6b).

Amorphous gels in the form of silica or alumina-silica gels are produced during the aqueous carbonation of RCFs. Due to the rapid carbonation of CH (Fig. 6a), the surface of RCFs would be covered by a calcite layer in the first 5 min of carbonation, which inhibits the dissolution of calcium and silicon ions. As a result, only a limited amount of silica-bearing gels can be produced through the carbonation of decalcified C-S-H gels, forming a silica-rich layer lying at the outermost surface of calcite layer with a thickness of less than 5 nm [80]. During 5–20 min, the rapid release of calcium caused the C-S-H phase transformation from a high Ca/Si ratio to a low Ca/Si ratio, as well as the formation of amorphous silica gels [65]. After carbonation of 20–60 min, the rapid carbonation of decalcified C-S-H further led to the increase of silica gels, while the RCF core would shrink and turn porous due to the continuous diffusion of calcium and silicon ions [42]. The residual RCF core disintegrated at over 60 min, but the decomposition of decalcified C-S-H phase to silica gel would last for hours [63]. Therefore, the gels with a Ca/Si ratio of 0.67 (referred to decalcified C-S-H gels) can still be observed after 6 h carbonation (Fig. 6b).

**Fig. 6.** (a) Thermodynamic modelling of the phase assemblage and (b) chemical composition evolution of RCFs during aqueous carbonation [42].

In addition, alumina-bearing gels (i.e., alumina gels and alumina-silica gels) are also produced due to the carbonation of monosulphate (AFm), hydrated calcium aluminate and residual clinkers [81]. Meanwhile, the co-existence of alumina and silicon in the carbonated gels was proved after carbonation for 6 h [41]. However, the final structure of alumina-silica gels was independent of the cement composition and CO₂ concentration [39]. Similarly, the Al/Si ratio was nearly constant between 0.2 and 0.3 regardless of the carbonation duration, meaning that the Al/Si ratio of the inner
RCF cores or alumina-silica gels is maintained during carbonation (Fig. 6b). Apart from the silica and alumina bearing gels, a hydrotalcite-like phase was observed in the carbonated composite cement, which may decompose to magnesium and calcium carbonates [82]. It is worth noting that the contents of above-mentioned carbonated gels are sensitive to cement composition and hydration degree. To be more specific, higher content of Portland cement resulted in a higher content of calcium carbonate after carbonation, while adding more supplementary cementitious materials led to a higher amount of alumina and silica gels [39,83]. Moreover, the formation of hydrotalcite-like phase required a high hydration degree of the alkali-activated slag cement [84].

3.2.2 Phase assemblage during cement hydration

As predicted by thermodynamic modelling, the phase assemblage evolution during hydration of composite cement (i.e., portlandite and RCF blend) was similar to that of limestone and fly ash blends in terms of the hydrate types [68]. C-S-H gels, ettringite and portlandite dominated the initial hydrates, while the formation of AFm crystals appeared only after the depletion of gypsum (Fig. 7a). It is worth mentioning that the massive precipitation of C-S-H gels within the first 24 h hydration in RCFs blend was significantly different from that of limestone blend [73]. During the early hydration of 3 d, the rapid carbonation of calcium sulphate and aluminate phases can lead to the monocarbonate precipitation and ettringite stabilization, respectively [85,86]. Moreover, the higher content of ettringite and C-S-H phases in carbonated RCFs would result in a higher content of hydrates (especially the AFm phase) than that of fly ash blend [87], the phenomenon of which was maintained to 7 d. However, a similar phase assemblage of RCFs and fly ash blends was observed after 90 d hydration, suggesting that RCFs can be regarded as a pozzolanic material [39,72]. X-ray diffraction analysis further revealed a slow transformation from hemicarbonate to monocarbonate [70], which can be attributed to the slow dissolution of limestone [71].

The incorporation of carbonated RCFs also significantly affected the chemical composition of the hydrated C-S-H phase (Fig. 7b). After 28 d hydration, the Ca/Si ratio of hydrates in the case of RCFs and fly ash blends was 1.48 and 1.55, respectively, which was lower than that of the limestone blend (i.e., 1.72). However, the incorporation of fly ash or RCFs led to a rise of Al/Si ratio in hydrates to 0.07 and 0.08, respectively, in comparison with the Al/Si ratio of 0.04 in the limestone blend. The reduced Ca/Si ratio and increased Al/Si ratio in C-S-H can be ascribed to the ongoing pozzolanic reactions of carbonated RCFs or fly ash [88,89], which was similar to the phase assemblage of ternary cement containing clinker, slag and limestone [90]. From the perspective of
utilising RCFs as supplementary cementitious materials, several valorisation approaches have been developed to transform RCFs into a reactive pozzolan [91,92], including enforced carbonation through gas-liquid-solid pathway [39,72], combination of autoclaving (high-pressure steam curing) and enforced carbonation [93,94], and glass production via thermal treatment and fast quenching [95,96].
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**Fig. 7.** (a) Thermodynamic modelling of the phase assemblage evolution during cement hydration and (b) composition of C-S-H at 28 d (Note: Ht – hydrotalcite, Hg – hydrogarnet, Et – ettringite, MC – monocarbonate, Gy – gypsum) [68].

### 4. Microstructure of carbonated recycled fines and aggregates

#### 4.1 Physical properties

Table 1 summarises the effect of carbonation condition on the physical properties of RCFs. After accelerated carbonation treatment, the density of RCFs increased by up to 11.79% [97], while the water absorption and porosity declined by no more than 34.80% [83] and 70.37% [36], respectively. The enhancement in physical properties of RCFs increased with prolonged carbonation time. However, the decreased rate of porosity and increased rate of CO2 uptake slowed down after 48-h carbonation, and thereby 48 h can be regarded as an optimal duration for RCF carbonation [98]. Moreover, the carbonation temperature also affects the change of physical properties, while the most significant reduction in porosity of RCFs was observed at the chamber temperature of 100 °C [36]. In addition, a standard process for evaluating the quality of carbonated RCFs considering the particle size effect is still lacking.

Similarly, accelerated carbonation was also proved to improve the physical properties of
recycled fine and coarse aggregates, as summarised in Tables 2 and 3. In most cases, the larger partial size of recycled aggregates would lead to more obvious changes in physical properties under the same carbonation condition [99]. Moreover, carbonated RFAs and RCAs generally had lower water absorption and porosity whilst higher density and crushing value than uncarbonated recycled aggregates. Among all physical properties, the variation in water absorption was most significant, with a reduction of up to 71.72% for RFAs [30] and 56.89% for RCAs [100]. Additionally, the CO₂ concentration and pressure of 50% and 0.4 MPa respectively were found to be the optimal carbonation condition for reaching the highest CO₂ binding efficiency [30,101]. Besides, aggregate crushing value, referring to the percentage of the crushed material when subjected to a specified load, was another important indicator of recycled concrete aggregates [23]. It was found that accelerated carbonation can reduce the crushing value of RFAs and RCAs by up to 44.44% [30] and 27.34% [22], respectively. Although similar change trends of physical properties after carbonated were reported in previous studies (as listed in Tables 2 and 3), there were huge differences in terms of the absolute value of physical properties in the available literature. Thus, a standard measurement or classification of carbonated recycled aggregates is essential to evaluate the carbonation efficiency, which should consider the curing age and strength grade of the parent material of RFAs and RCAs, the method and condition of carbonation, as well as the main physical properties and indices.

4.2 Morphology

During the aqueous carbonation, poorly crystalline calcium carbonate progressively formed on the surface of RCFs within the first 5 min, which turned to be calcite grains with a layer structure with well-defined edges at 20 min [42]. Afterwards, rhombohedral calcite grains with an average size of approximately 500 nm appeared on the outer surface, followed by the disintegration of RCF particles after 60 min carbonation [37,121]. The element maps of RCFs in the final stage of carbonation (over 360 min) mainly included two density zones, i.e., darker regions with decalcified hydrates and brighter regions with the co-existence of calcite and alumina silica gels [41]. Moreover, an extensive well-crystallized calcite shell was observed as the coating of carbonated RCFs with diameters of 0.6–2.36 mm [40]. However, a loose coating with relatively small calcium carbonate clusters was formed on RCFs of 0.6 mm, in comparison with a denser coating on larger particles sizing between 1.18 mm and 2.36 mm. The former is attributed to the leaching of calcium irons and precipitation of calcium carbonate from the inner RCFs, while the latter can be explained by the delayed dissolution and leaching process due to lower contact surface area [33].
### Table 1 Characteristics of RCFs under different carbonation treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle size (μm)</th>
<th>Tested mixture</th>
<th>Carbonation parameters</th>
<th>Enhancement rate of physical properties (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCF/b</td>
<td>w/b</td>
<td>CC (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 75</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 150</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>20 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 75</td>
<td>0.80/0.90</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 150</td>
<td>0.80/0.90</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 150</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 150</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: RCF/b – RCF-binder ratio; w/b – water-binder ratio; CC – CO₂ concentration; CP – CO₂ pressure; t – time; RH – relative humidity; T – temperature.

### Table 2 Characteristics of RFAs under different carbonation treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle size (mm)</th>
<th>Parent material, ( f_c ) (MPa)</th>
<th>Carbonation method</th>
<th>Carbonation parameters</th>
<th>Enhancement rate of physical properties (%)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CC (%)</td>
<td>CP (MPa)</td>
<td>t (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 4.75</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20 ± 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16-2.5</td>
<td>30/50</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20 ± 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1-2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20/50/70/100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.075-2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4.75</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20 ± 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16-2.5</td>
<td>30/50</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20 ± 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20 ± 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( f_c \) – compressive strength.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Parent</th>
<th>Carbonation</th>
<th>Carbonation parameters</th>
<th>Enhancement rate of physical properties (%)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size (mm)</td>
<td>material, ( f_c ) (MPa)</td>
<td>method</td>
<td>CC (%)</td>
<td>CP (MPa)</td>
<td>CFR (ml/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20 ± 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20 ± 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-30/30-40/40/&gt; 40</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20/20-30/30-40</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20/20-30/30-40</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20/20-30/30-40</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>0.05/0.1/</td>
<td>0.2/0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Flow Rate</td>
<td>80% CO₂</td>
<td>90% CO₂</td>
<td>95% CO₂</td>
<td>99% CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10/10-20</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10/10-20</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10/10-20</td>
<td>Aqueous</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>6 h</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10/10-20</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-16</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20 ± 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>6/12</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>24 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>5/10/</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20/40/</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72 h</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>60/80/</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-25</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20 ± 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10/10-20</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10/10-20</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10/10-20</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10/10-20</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7 d</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>20 ± 2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7–14 d</td>
<td>55 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-25</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>&gt; 99.9</td>
<td>1.0/0.4</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-25</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-25</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4/7 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 10/10</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-16</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21 d</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>Pressurised</td>
<td>30.2/48.3/</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1 d</td>
<td>30-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>30.2/48.3/</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1 d</td>
<td>30-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-12.5</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7 d</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-12.5</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7 d</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CFR – CO₂ flow rate.
During the hydration of cement containing carbonated RCFs, granular C-S-H nuclei occurred on the surface of RCFs after 1 h hydration [65], while granular nuclei further grew into acicular gels at 4 h and finally presented a fine needle-like appearance in perpendicular to the RCFs surface at 7 h [74]. In contrast, there was only a bit of hydration product formed on the surface of uncarbonated RCFs particles even after 7 h hydration. This is because the outer silica gel layer of carbonated RCFs dissolves and reacts in the solution when mixed with water, and accordingly the underneath calcium carbonate layer is exposed and provides a nucleation site for C-S-H gels [122]. In addition, the strong chemical interactions between calcium carbonate and C-S-H enable the perpendicular and uniform growth of C-S-H phases on the RCFs surface [123]. After 28 d hydration, the hardened paste of the carbonated RCF blend was homogeneously filled with small calcite particles, while the residual carbonated RCF grains were re-filled with C-S-H gels [68,79].

Different from RCFs, recycled aggregates (i.e., RFAs and RCAs) would not disintegrate during carbonation, and the morphology of carbonated recycled aggregates indicated a finer and denser structure than uncarbonated aggregates regardless of the carbonation methods [32,119]. For example, the roughness of RCAs with a size larger than 4.75 mm was up to 923.55 μm, while 14 d pressurized carbonation would reduce the roughness to less than 557.38 μm due to the filling effect of pores and micro-cracks [106,124]. However, the morphology of carbonated RFAs with a size smaller than 4.75 mm was proved to be highly dependent on the accelerated carbonation method. Specifically, typical hydrated products including C-S-H, CH and AFm phases can be identified on the surface of uncarbonated RFAs (Fig. 8a). In contrast, agglomerations of calcium carbonate crystals with dense microstructure occurred on the surface of RFAs after 24-h pressurized carbonation (Fig. 8b), while RFAs were uniformly coated with the precipitated calcite granulates with a size around 1 μm after 6 h aqueous carbonation (Fig. 8c). In other words, the calcite products after the liquid-solid carbonation shows more porous and smaller particles than that of the gas-solid carbonation, which consequently promotes the carbonation reactivity of RFAs [27].

The underlying mechanism of RFA morphology is associated with the microstructure forming processes during carbonation. During gas-solid carbonation, the calcite and silica gels located inside the RFAs matrix would react with the diffused CO$_2$, contributing to the refined pore structure and drop of porosity [103]. The internal precipitation of RFAs can be described by the shrinking core model (Fig. 8d), which implies that the diffusion rate of CO$_2$ into the reactive layer dominates the carbonation process [125]. In this case, higher CO$_2$ pressure would result in the faster formation of
calcite precipitation and agglomerations of calcite on the RFA surface [126]. Moreover, the aqueous carbonation of RFAs is simulated using the surface coverage model (Fig. 8e). After soaking in water, calcium ions released through the dissolution of portlandite quickly reacted with the dissolved CO₂, leading to the nucleation and deposition of calcium carbonate on the surface of RFAs [127]. As the carbonation proceeded, the dissolution of ettringite and C-S-H in the outermost layer compensated the reduction in calcium ions after portlandite depletion, forming a two-layer shell on the surface of RFAs, i.e., an outer precipitated calcite layer and inner decalcified silica-rich layer [33]. When the RFAs were fully covered by calcite precipitation, both the outwards calcium ions and inwards CO₂ diffusions were inhibited, and the carbonation was progressively slowed down [128]. In addition, the reaction process of RFAs in CO₂-water solution was relatively adequate, so eventually distributed granulates were formed instead of phase agglomeration [27].

![SEM Images](image)

**Fig. 8.** SEM images of (a) uncarbonated RFAs, (b) Pressurized carbonated RFAs and (c) aqueous carbonated RFAs [27], and schematics of microstructure forming processes of RFAs during (d) pressurized carbonation and (e) aqueous carbonation [33].

4.3 Pore structure

During the aqueous carbonation of RCFs, the cumulative pore structure smaller than 200 nm firstly
increased from 0.076 m$^3$/g to 0.133 m$^3$/g within the first 30 min wet carbonation, and further considerably decreased to 0.078 m$^3$/g at 60 min (Fig 9a). The former increase in pore volume can be ascribed to the destroyed pore structure by decalcification of calcium-bearing hydrates [42], while the latter is because of the disintegration of RCFs particles coupled with the occurrence of capillary pores larger than 200 nm [41]. After carbonation for 6 h, the formation of amorphous silica-bearing and alumina-bearing gels led to the increase in proportion of gel pores finer than 10 nm, and thereby very fine particle sizes of carbonated RCFs can be obtained [65,129]. In addition, the pore structure of carbonated RCFs shows a strong dependency on the particle size effect. To be more specific, the extensive gel pores in silica and aluminium gels resulted in an up to 70.2% rise in the porosity of RCFs with a size smaller than 0.15 mm within 6 h carbonation [40,66,86]. In contrast, the pore volume of RCFs with a size of 1.18 mm and 2.36 mm was reduced by 31.3% and 24.8%, respectively, due to the densified structure of calcium carbonate precipitation [62]. Furthermore, both dissolution-induced pore coarsening effect and densification-induced pore refining effect can be observed in RCFs with a size of 0.6 mm, leading to the evolution of porosity with carbonation duration, as shown in Fig 9b. During the hydration of cement, the threshold pore diameter of RCF blend progressively dropped with curing age [70], due to the densification of microstructure during hydration [68]. Moreover, the hydration-dependent porosity of RCF blend was similar to that of limestone and fly ash blends within 28 d curing, regardless of the significant difference in phase assemblage (Section 3.2). After hydration of 90 d, the cumulative pore volume of RCF blends was lower than that of limestone blend but higher compared to fly ash blend, while a similar relationship was found in the evolution of pore threshold [68]. It is worth noting that the pores seemed to be finer in the RCF blend than limestone blend due to the early hydration of RCFs within first 24 h, the effect of which resembled that of the metakaolin in blended cement [130].
For recycled aggregates, the accelerated carbonation would clog the micro-cracks and reduce the total porosity regardless of particle size and carbonation method (Tables 2 and 3). In particular, 14-d pressurized carbonation resulted in a 32.8% decrease in the cumulative pore volume of RCAs with a diameter between 4.75–9.5 mm [124]. Moreover, the medium capillary pores with size between 10–50 nm went up by 5.7% after carbonation, while the large capillary pore (i.e., 50–1000 nm) was kept as the major pore type accounting for 43.2% pore volume. Although the total pore volume of RFAs can be reduced by carbonation, the evolution of porosity is closely related to the carbonation duration [43]. For example, the cumulative pore volume of RFAs smaller than 4.75 mm dropped by 20.8% after 1 h aqueous carbonation, but an opposite trend in porosity appeared when the duration reached 6 h (i.e., 8.3% lower than uncarbonated RFAs) [27]. The former can be attributed to the filling of gel pores smaller than 10 nm by precipitation of calcium carbonate, while the latter is due to the further dissolution of calcium carbonate under excess CO₂ conditions [33,46]. In addition, pre-treatment methods can further densify the pore structure of carbonated recycled aggregates [44]. For instance, the spraying or smoking of saturated CH solution or concrete plant wastewater followed by pressurized carbonation at 0.1 MPa for 24 h was proved to significantly reduce the porosity of RCAs, as compared with conventional pressurized carbonation [34]. Moreover, the spraying of CH solution at the amount of half water absorption of RCAs showed the maximum efficiency in reducing porosity, while the pores with sizes in the range of 10–1000 nm reduced most significantly due to the pore-filling effect of carbonation products [99]. Similarly, three cycles of limewater-CO₂ treatment were proved to further reduce the total porosity of RFAs by 18.0%, relative to that after three cycles of pressurized carbonation, while the medium pores ranging from 100 nm to 1000 nm were greatly refined [46].

5. **Micro-mechanical properties of concrete with carbonated recycled coarse aggregates**

During the fresh stage of concrete, the wall effect and water film around aggregates would prevent the hydrated particles from covering the surface of RCAs, resulting in the formation of interfacial transition zone (ITZ) between aggregates and new mortar [131,132]. Based on the modelled recycled aggregate concrete [26,133], the multiple ITZ structures in RCA concrete can be divided into three types, i.e., old aggregate-old mortar (ITZ₁), old aggregate-new mortar (ITZ₂), and old
mortar-new mortar (ITZ₃). The complexity in micro-mechanical properties of three types of ITZs in concrete with carbonated RCAs was revealed by microhardness analysis.

5.1 Old aggregate-old mortar ITZ

Through pore segmentation of back-scattering images, the porosity of ITZ in concrete as a function of distance from high-quality (i.e., w/c = 0.25) or low-quality (i.e., w/c = 0.40) RCAs is displayed in Fig. 10a and b. For plain RCA concrete, the porosity of ITZ dropped significantly from up to 49.1% to approximately 25%, when the distance from RCAs went up from 10 µm to 60 µm, regardless of the parent materials of RCAs [118,134]. The change in porosity of carbonated RCA concrete was quite similar to that of RCA concrete in terms of both average porosity and pore gradient, except that the porosity at the innermost 10 µm of carbonated RCAs was about 6.1% lower than plain RCAs [135]. In addition, the porosity of new bulk paste fluctuated at around 25% in both RCA and carbonated RCA concrete [136]. The results indicated that although the carbonation of RCA cannot reduce the overall pore volume of ITZ and new mortar, it can to some extent densify the immediate regions of the RCA surface in concrete.

**Fig. 10.** Porosity of interfacial transition zone of concrete with plain RCA and carbonated RCA from parent materials with w/c ratios of (a) 0.25 and (b) 0.40 [135].

Fig. 11a and b compare the microhardness mapping and histograms of concrete with high-quality (i.e., w/c = 0.25) RCAs and carbonated RCAs. It is obvious that the microhardness of RCAs was much higher than that of the ITZ, enabling the clear identification of the starting and ending boundaries of ITZ₁. As compared with the plain RCA concrete, the microhardness of the RCA edge and ITZ₁ was improved by 10.5% and 12.5%, respectively, in the carbonated RCA concrete, while the thickness of ITZ₁ maintained at around 86 µm regardless of the aggregate type. The enhanced
property of the RCA edge can be attributed to the densification of microstructure during carbonation, while the improved ITZ₁ microhardness can be explained by reduced porosity in the innermost region of carbonated RCAs (Fig. 10). Furthermore, the micro-mechanical property of ITZ₁ was nearly independent of the RCA quality, as the average microhardness of ITZ₁ only slightly increased from 37.51 HV to 38.38 HV, when the w/c ratio of parent materials went up from 0.25 to 0.40 [135]. Statistical analysis of ITZ₁ thickness and microhardness further revealed that the elastic modulus of ITZ₁ was closely associated with the carbonation pressure, initial moisture content and carbonation duration, as illustrated in Fig. 12. The optimal carbonation condition was found to be 1 bar chamber pressure, 3 h duration and moisture content of 1.81%, under which an up to 27.4% took place in the mean elastic modulus of ITZ₁, relative to RCA concrete [107].

The microhardness analysis of ITZ also provides a quantitative method to discuss the micro-to-macro properties relationship of concrete beyond the influencing factors. For example, the pre-treatment methods on carbonated RCAs were proved to affect the ITZ properties [47], among which the pre-soaking in calcium hydroxide emulsion was proved more effective in strengthening the old aggregate-old mortar ITZ₁, as compared with the simply gas-solid carbonation [30,46,112]. However, statistical analysis suggested a strong linear correlation between compressive strength of concrete and strength of old ITZ (i.e., ITZ₁) regardless of the treatment methods (Fig. 11c). Moreover, an identical trend appeared in the relationship between dynamic elastic modulus and ITZ₁ strength (Fig. 11d), which highlights the role of old aggregate-old mortar ITZ in determining the compressive strength and dynamic elastic modulus of concrete with carbonated RCAs. Similarly, the increase of carbonation pressure from 0.5 bar to 4 bar can significantly reduce the thickness of ITZ₁ to 45 µm while improve the average elastic modulus of ITZ₁ by 11.7% (Fig. 12a and b). Nevertheless, a strong linear correlation (R² = 0.9592) between compressive strength of concrete and average elastic modulus of ITZ₁ can be retained, regardless of the carbonation pressure [107].
Fig. 11. Microhardness distribution of ITZ around (a) RCA and (b) CRCA in the paste with a w/c ratio of 0.25 [135], and (c) relationships between the hardness of ITZ and compressive strength of concrete and (d) relationships between the hardness of ITZ and dynamic elastic modulus [112].

5.2 Old aggregate-new mortar ITZ

Fig. 12 presents the effect of carbonation condition on thickness and average elastic modulus of ITZ$_2$. Similar to the evolution of ITZ$_1$, the increase of carbonation pressure and duration would lead to a reduction in ITZ$_2$ thickness and a rise in elastic modulus. In particular, the thinnest ITZ$_2$ of 50 µm and highest mean elastic modulus of 47.6 GPa took place after accelerated carbonation under 1 bar for 12 h, which was 28.6% lower and 78.4 higher than that of uncarbonated RCAs (Fig. 12c and d). It is worth noting that the elastic modulus of new mortar was higher than that of ITZ regardless of the carbonation condition, and thereby the decrease in ITZ thickness contributed to the overall mechanical properties of concrete [107]. Moreover, the carbonation pressure of 1 bar and duration of 3 h was regarded as a critical condition, after which the further enhancement in ITZ$_2$ properties
became less obvious. In contrast, the elastic properties of ITZ$_2$ went up with moisture content from 1.0% to 1.81%, while an opposite trend appeared with the moisture content of 3.0%. Therefore, the initial moisture content of 1.81% was an optimal condition over the measured moisture range, where a 14.3% drop in ITZ$_2$ thickness and 26.9% rise in average modulus occurred as compared with plain RCAs (Fig. 12e and f). The effect of three carbonation parameters on micro-mechanical properties of old aggregate-new mortar ITZ was found to be similar to that of the old aggregate-old mortar ITZ. This is because both ITZ$_1$ and ITZ$_2$ are referred to the ITZs between natural aggregates and mortar, meaning that they share similar formation processes [107]. However, the elastic modulus of ITZ$_2$ was lower than ITZ$_1$ under the same carbonation condition, which can be ascribed to the shorter hydration age and greater thickness of ITZ$_2$ [119]. In addition, the difference in micro-mechanical properties of ITZs was progressively narrowed with the increasing carbonation duration, as similar thickness and modulus can be observed in ITZ$_1$ and ITZ$_2$ of RCAs after 3 h carbonation (Fig. 12c and d).

5.3 Old mortar-new mortar ITZ

As demonstrated in Fig. 12, the evolution of thickness and modulus of ITZ$_3$ with carbonation pressure, duration and moisture content resembled that of ITZ$_1$ and ITZ$_2$, implying that the micro-mechanical properties of ITZ may be more dependent on phase assemblage rather than formation process [107]. Moreover, the properties of ITZ$_3$ were inferior to ITZ$_1$ but more sensitive to the carbonation condition than ITZ$_1$. This can be ascribed to manufacturing process of modelled recycled aggregate concrete: (i) the surface of RCAs was washed by running water before pouring new mortar, which would lead to the higher local moisture content and wider thickness of ITZ$_3$; (ii) dust and other impurities left on the surface of RCAs could cause the poorer interfacial combination of ITZ$_3$ [137]. Interestingly, the thickness of ITZ$_3$ was reduced to the lowest value of 40 μm among all types of ITZs after 12 h carbonation at 1 bar (Fig. 12c). This was because of the similar phase composition of old mortar and new mortar, resulting in better bonding performance and thereby thinner width of ITZ$_3$ after accelerated carbonation. Additionally, the pressure of 1 bar and duration of 3 h was the optimal combination to reach a satisfying improvement in ITZ$_3$ properties. The statistical analysis further revealed that the strength of new ITZ (i.e., ITZ$_3$) had no obvious linear relationship with compressive strength and dynamic elastic modulus of concrete (Fig. 11c and d). In other words, the mechanical properties of concrete were not directly linked to the strength of ITZ$_3$. 
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Fig. 12. Evolution of thickness and average modulus of three types of ITZs with (a) and (b) carbonation pressure, (c) and (d) carbonation duration, and (e) and (f) initial moisture content [107].

With the aid of hydration and microstructural analysis (Sections 3 and 4), the contribution of carbonated RCAs to the micro-mechanical properties of ITZs can be summarised in two aspects: (i) The physical interlocking effect. When exposed to hydrating cement, the massive calcite grains on the surface of carbonated RCAs would dissolve slowly and release carbonate ions [138]. At the same time, aluminate species from bulk paste can migrate to the RCA surface because of the wall effect [131], which further bounded with the released carbonate ions and formed monocarbonate phases [114,139,140]. Moreover, calcite grains formed on RCA surface provided nucleation sites for the precipitation of needle-like ettringite and honeycomb C-S-H gels [35,135]. In consequence, the epitaxial growth of monocarbonate and hydration crystals bridged the RCA-to-paste interface in a physical interlocking manner [141]. (ii) The chemical bonding effect. As revealed by zeta-
potential results, the calcite grains on RCA surface were favourable in capturing calcium ions from pore solution due to the chemical donor-acceptor interaction with calcium ions, leading to the formation of dense C-S-H gels on calcite surface [142]. In addition, the bound water content on the surface layer of carbonated RCAs was 2.9 times higher than that of the uncarbonated RCAs, which also facilitated the interaction with new cement paste [135]. Hence, the extensive growth of C-S-H crystals on the surface of carbonate RCAs enhanced the aggregate-to-paste interface in a chemical bonding manner. The synergic effects of physical interlocking and chemical bonding not only densify the local surface of carbonated RCAs, but also provide superior adhesion between RCAs and new paste. In contrast, poorly bonded ITZs were formed on plain RCAs as the cement particles only occurred from the new mortar side rather than from two directions [141]. As a result, the ITZ properties of carbonated RCAs were significantly higher than that of plain RCAs [23,111].

6. Macro-mechanical properties of concrete with carbonated recycled fines and aggregates

6.1 Compressive strength and elastic modulus

6.1.1 Effect of carbonation condition

Pressurized carbonation method is one of the most widely used in accelerated carbonation of RCAs. Table 4 presents the effect of two main factors of pressurized carbonation, i.e., carbonation duration and CO₂ pressure, on the compressive behaviour of RCA concrete under three replacement ratios. It can be seen that the rise in carbonation duration of RCA would promote the compressive strength of RCA concrete, while the CO₂ pressure of 75 kPa is regarded as an optimal pressure at 100% replacement. In contrast, the prolonged carbonation duration caused a drop in elastic modulus under 30% replacement while an opposite trend appeared under 100% replacement, and 75 kPa was maintained as the optimal CO₂ pressure in terms of elastic modulus. However, the replacement of carbonated RCAs did not always result in the increment of compressive strength and elastic modulus [143], and thereby it is critical to adopt reasonable carbonation conditions. For example, the pressurized carbonation of low-strength RCAs (i.e., C25) under 1 bar for 3 h was proved to be an optimal choice to increase the compressive strength of RCA concrete by up to 20.5% and 21.8%, respectively, after 7 d and 28 d of curing [107]. Under the replacement ratio of 100%, pressurized carbonation was proved more effective than flow-through carbonation in enhancing the compressive strength and elastic modulus of RCA concrete, while the synergetic effects of nano-silica spraying and pressurized carbonation on RCAs can further lead to an approximately 20% strength increase of concrete with uncarbonated RCAs [47]. However, aqueous carbonated RCAs
would result in a 1.4% drop in the elastic modulus of RCA concrete, suggesting that gas-solid carbonation is more suitable for RCAs than liquid-solid carbonation [27,47].

Table 4 Effect of carbonation condition on mechanical properties of concrete containing carbonated RCAs [117,143].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbonation condition</th>
<th>Replacement ratio of RCA (%</th>
<th>Mechanical properties</th>
<th>Compressive strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Elastic modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Splitting tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Flexural strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration (min)</td>
<td>Pressure (kPa)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.1 (+4.1%)</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33.5 (-8.1%)</td>
<td>29.6 (-24.2%)</td>
<td>3.4 (-11.4%)</td>
<td>4.3 (+7.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25.7 (-20.0%)</td>
<td>21.9 (-45.7%)</td>
<td>3.0 (-23.5%)</td>
<td>2.5 (-37.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34.3 (+6.7%)</td>
<td>34.1 (-12.6%)</td>
<td>4.1 (+6.2%)</td>
<td>4.2 (+5.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>21.7 (-32.6%)</td>
<td>20.7 (-46.9%)</td>
<td>3.0 (-23.8%)</td>
<td>3.2 (-20.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31.5 (-2.0%)</td>
<td>32.3 (-17.2%)</td>
<td>3.6 (-7.2%)</td>
<td>3.8 (-4.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>19.5 (-39.5%)</td>
<td>19.8 (-49.3%)</td>
<td>2.7 (-30.0%)</td>
<td>2.9 (-26.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35.2 (+9.5%)</td>
<td>31.5 (-19.3%)</td>
<td>3.6 (-6.7%)</td>
<td>4.1 (+3.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>22.2 (-30.9%)</td>
<td>21.9 (-44.0%)</td>
<td>2.6 (-31.8%)</td>
<td>3.0 (-25.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32.4 (+0.7%)</td>
<td>29.5 (-24.4%)</td>
<td>3.7 (-4.7%)</td>
<td>4.0 (+0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>27.4 (-14.8%)</td>
<td>21.8 (-44.1%)</td>
<td>2.8 (-28.9%)</td>
<td>3.8 (-5.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.2 Effect of replacement ratio

Fig. 13 shows the effect of carbonated RCFs on compressive strength of cement paste, in terms of the strength ratio between carbonated RCF paste and plain RCF paste. Obviously, the replacement of carbonated RCFs would lead to a significant increase in the compressive strength of cement paste, attributed to the densified microstructure and enhanced RCF-to-hydration interactions (Section 4.2). Moreover, the RCFs replacement ratio did not exceed 30% in the available literature, while 20% was considered as an optimal replacement ratio. The strength ratio progressively increased up to 1.46 under the replacement ratio of 20%, after which a sudden drop appeared at 30% replacement [70]. The latter can be ascribed to the adverse dilution effect of RCFs at high replacement levels, and thereby the reduction in the content of clinkers and hydrations [67].
**Fig. 13.** Effect of carbonated RCFs (CRCFs) replacement on compressive strength of cement paste [67,70].

The strength evolution of RFA mortar with replacement ratio is shown in Fig. 14a, indicating that the replacement level of RFAs should be limited to lower than 60% to avoid significant strength loss [144]. Moreover, the replacement of RFAs by carbonated RFAs may not guarantee an improvement in strength, which is highly dependent on the strength of mortar and replacement ratio. For low-strength mortar (i.e., C25), an up to 50% replacement by carbonated RFAs would still lead to a 12.3% rise in compressive strength, relative to the plain RFA mortar [43]. For medium-strength mortar (i.e., C50), the enhancement in strength can be observed when the replacement ratio is lower than 30%, while 10% replacement was the optimal proportion where a 13.2% increase in strength took place after 28 d curing [104]. For high-strength mortar (i.e., C80), the compressive strength of carbonated RFA mortar was only 84.7–93.5% to that of plain RFA mortar with the replacement ratio varying from 0 to 50% [120]. The strength-dependent effect of carbonated RFA mortar can be explained as follows. On one hand, the carbonation process increases the density and reduces the water absorption of RFAs, which leads to the strength improvement of the produced new mortar, especially for low-strength mortar [27]. On the other hand, the carbonated RFAs would decrease the non-evaporable water content of new mortar and reduce the degree of slag-cement reactions, leading to a strength reduction of high-strength mortar [145]. Fig. 14b further plots the effect of carbonated RFAs on compressive mechanical properties of concrete with 100% RCA. It can be seen that the strength ratio between carbonated RFA concrete and plain RFA concrete fluctuated from 98.1% to 114.5%, while the elastic modulus ratio varied from 89.4% to 109.9% within the RFA replacement ratio of 0–50% [104]. This indicates that a comprehensive evaluation of replacement
ratio and matrix strength is essential to achieve an optimal compressive performance of concrete.

**Fig. 14.** Effect of carbonated RFA replacement on compressive strength and elastic modulus of (a) mortar and (b) concrete [43,104,120] (Note: CRFA – carbonated RFA).

Different from concrete with RFA, the replacement ratio of RCAs in concrete can reach up to 100% and replacing plain RCAs with carbonated RCAs has a promoting effect on compressive strength regardless of the replacement ratio and concrete strength, as presented in Fig. 15a. The strength ratio of concrete continuously went up with the rising replacement ratio of carbonated RCAs where an up to 33.0% strength rise appeared under the complete replacement condition [23,35,109,110]. Moreover, carbonated repeatedly RCAs were proved to be more efficient in enhancing the compressive strength of concrete than plain repeatedly RCAs, with a 34.2% strength increase under 80% replacement [114]. For concrete with 28 d compressive strength of 58.7 MPa, although a slight drop in strength ratio took place when the replacement ratio exceeded 50%, the strength of concrete with carbonated RCAs was still higher than that with plain RCAs (i.e., strength higher than 1.0) [24]. The improvement in compressive strength of concrete by carbonated RCAs can be ascribed to the densified microstructure of RCAs and enhanced ITZ properties between old mortar and new cement paste [107]. As seen in Fig. 15b, the evolution of elastic modulus with the replacement ratio of carbonated RCAs is similar to that of compressive strength reported in most literature [23,35,110]. However, the modulus ratio of concrete with an elastic modulus of 39.0 GPa reached the maximum value of 115.2% under the carbonated RCA replacement ratio of 30%, after which a decreasing trend occurred until 100% replacement [143]. The abnormal variation of elastic modulus might be also related to the high modulus of concrete matrix and RCA-to-matrix reactions.
Fig. 15. Effect of carbonated RCA replacement on (a) compressive strength \cite{22–24,35,109,110,114} and (b) elastic modulus of concrete \cite{23,35,110,143} (Note: RRCA – repeatedly RCA).

As confirmed by a previous study \cite{146}, the uniaxial compressive stress-strain relation of RCA concrete can be described by dimensionless equations of ascending and descending curves:

\[
\frac{\sigma}{\sigma_c} = m \left(\frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_c}\right) + (3 - 2m) \left(\frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_c}\right)^2 + (m - 2) \left(\frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_c}\right)^3, \quad 0 \leq \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_c} < 1 \quad (8)
\]

\[
\frac{\sigma}{\sigma_c} = \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_c} \left(\frac{n(\varepsilon/\varepsilon_c - 1)^2 + (\varepsilon/\varepsilon_c)}{\varepsilon/\varepsilon_c}\right), \quad \varepsilon/\varepsilon_c \geq 1 \quad (9)
\]

where \(\sigma/\sigma_c\) and \(\varepsilon/\varepsilon_c\) stand for the relative stress and strain to that of peak stress and strain, respectively, and \(m\) and \(n\) are referred to the fitting parameters associated with the ascending and descending regions of the stress-strain curve.

Fig. 16 presents the normalised compressive stress-strain curves of concrete under carbonated RCA replacement ratio of 30–100%, relative to concrete with natural coarse aggregates (NCAs). The ascending part of the curves is reflected by the parameter \(m\) in Eq. (8), which denotes the ratio between initial tangential modulus and secant modulus under the peak loading \cite{35}. The \(m\) value of RCA concrete gradually increased by 2.3–23.0% as compared with NCA concrete, while the \(m\) value of carbonated RCA concrete was even 16.3–79.1% higher than that of RCA concrete, when the replacement ratio went up from 30% to 100% \cite{110}. The variation of \(m\)-value suggested that the higher replacement ratio of carboned RCAs tends to increase the relative steepness of the ascending curve. Moreover, the descending part of the stress-strain curves is quantified using the parameter \(n\) in Eq. (9), the higher value of which means a steeper descending curve and thereby poorer ductility \cite{147}. Additionally, the replacement of RCAs at 50% ratio led to no more than 45.6% decrease in \(n\) value, relative to that of NCA concrete, while an opposite trend of up to 108.6% increase in \(n\) value
appeared at 100% RCA replacement. In comparison with RCA concrete, the replacement of 30% carbonated RCAs resulted in a 48.6% rise in terms of n value, while the n value dropped by 63.6% under the complete replacement condition [110]. Thus, the result of n value indicated that incorporating carbonated RCAs would lead to higher ductility of RCA concrete under the replacement ratio of 30%, while an opposite trend occurred when the replacement ratio was in the range of 50–100% [116].

![Graphs showing the effect of RCA replacement rate on concrete strength](image)

**Fig. 16.** Effect of carbonated RCA replacement on the stress-strain curve of concrete [110,116].

### 6.1.3 Effect of curing age

The compressive strength evolution of cement paste containing uncarbonated or carbonated RCFs is plotted against the strength of plain cement paste under three replacement levels of 10%, 20% and 30% (Fig. 17a). Despite the strength development during the hydration process, the strength ratio between carbonated RCF paste and plain paste went down with curing age, especially in the first 28 d [70]. However, carbonated RCFs can significantly improve the early strength of paste within 7 d, as an up to 23.6% rise in strength took place after 1 d of curing, in comparison with plain paste. Under the same replacement level, the strength ratio of carbonated RCF paste was higher than that
of plain RCF paste throughout the measured curing ages, which can be attributed to the combined effects of accelerated nucleation of C-S-H on carbonated RCFs surface [68,148], stabilization of calcium aluminates [148] and filling effect of calcite [149] (Section 3.2). Fig. 17b further displays the effect of carbonated RCFs containing 50% fly ash or ground granulated blast-furnace slag on the compressive strength of cement paste. It was observed that the improved strength (i.e., strength ratio >1.0) can be maintained at up to 28 d with 10% replacement of both types of carbonated RCFs, while slag-based RCFs were more effective in enhancing the early-age strength of paste where a 29.2% strength increase occurred at curing age of 3 d [72]. In addition, RCFs after high-temperature carbonation at 60 °C and 100 °C was also proved to promote the 3 d strength of paste by 9.7% and 12.6%, respectively, but the promoted cement hydration caused by nucleation effect of calcite in carbonated RCFs was less obvious at later ages of over 7 d [36].

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 17.** Effect of curing age on compressive strength of cement paste with carbonated RCFs [70,72] (Note: Type I – recycled fly ash cement paste; Type II – recycled blast furnace slag cement paste).

Different from RCFs, the replacement of RFAs or carbonated RFAs leads to a drop in mortar strength regardless of curing age and replacement ratio, as illustrated in Fig. 18a–d. In other words, the strength ratio between carbonated RFA mortar and plain mortar was maintained at below 1.0 throughout the curing ages till 91 d [83,120]. The fluctuation in the strength ratio can only be observed within 7 d, after which the strength ratio was approximately constant under a specific replacement level [29,104]. A higher compressive strength ratio of low-strength mortar (i.e., C40) was achieved by adding more carbonated RFAs as compared with plain RFA mortar (Fig. 18a–c), while incorporating more carbonated RFAs may result in an adverse effect on strength of C80 high-strength mortar (Fig. 18d), which can be kept up to 91 d. This indicates that although the
accelerated carbonation treatment can strengthen the microstructure of RFAs (Section 4.3), the strength of attached old mortar on RFAs may be still lower than the new mortar matrix. Therefore, the increase in strength ratio occurred in low-strength mortar matrix, while an opposite trend took place in high-strength mortar matrix [44]. It is surprising to find that the 3 d strength of mortar with 100% carbonated gravel RFAs was 11.6% higher than that of mortar with natural fine aggregates (Fig. 18e), while the residual 28 d strength ratio of 99.9% was also the highest among the available literature [89], suggesting that the patent materials of RFAs also affected the strength ration of carbonated RFA mortar. In addition, the decreased porosity of RFAs during accelerated carbonation can still lead to a drop in porosity of the overall mortar, which would consequently promote the strength of mortar during hydration [45]. The 14 d strength ratio can be adopted as a critical strength index for characterising RFA mortar, as the strength ratio was nearly independent of curing age at over 14 d.

![Graphs showing the effect of curing age on compressive strength ratio of mortar with carbonated RFAs](image)

**Fig. 18.** Effect of curing age on compressive strength of mortar with carbonated RFAs [29,83,89,104,120].

Fig. 19 shows the development of compressive strength and elastic modulus of concrete containing plain RCAs and carbonated RCAs. In general, the compressive properties of carbonated RCA concrete are inferior to plain concrete with NCAs but better than RCA concrete regardless of curing age, which is supported by available experimental results [21,35,109,150]. In spite of the fluctuation during the first 7 d curing, the strength ratio and modulus ratio between carbonated RCA
Concrete and plain concrete are nearly constant after curing of 28 d [100,112,116]. As discussed in Section 5.1, the interfacial bonding of RCA-old mortar ITZs of concrete can be improved by carbonated RCAs, which further enhanced the overall compressive strength and elastic modulus of RCA concrete. However, the overall strength of carbonated RCAs is still lower than NCAs as the strengthened microstructure by carbonation may be limited to the outer surface regions of RCAs, and thereby restricting the compressive properties of concrete [47]. Interestingly, the adverse effect of carbonated RCAs on strength of concrete is inferior to carbonated RFAs on mortar strength. The compressive strength of mortar containing 60% carbonated RFAs was only around 40% of that of plain mortar with natural fine aggregates after 3 d of curing [104], while the strength ratio between carbonated RCA concrete and plain concrete was still higher than 75% even under the complete replacement condition [100]. In addition, several pre-treatment methods such as submerging in lime-saturated water, immersing in acetic acid solution and impregnating into CH emulsion [112,116] were also proved to further improve the strength ratio of carbonated RCA concrete during hydration, as illustrated in Fig. 19f.
Fig. 19. Effect of curing age on (a) – (f) compressive strength [21,35,100,109,116,150] and (g) – (i) elastic modulus [100,112,116] of concrete with carbonated RCAs (CRCAs).

6.2 Splitting tensile strength

6.2.1 Effect of carbonation condition

Following a similar changing trend to compressive strength, the increase in both CO$_2$ pressure and carbonation duration during gas-solid carbonation of RCAs did not always lead to the enhancement in splitting tensile strength [117]. As compared with plain concrete, the replacement of 30% RCAs after carbonation at 75 kPa for 30 min would cause a 6.2% rise in splitting strength (Table 4), while a 7.2% reduction in splitting strength took place when the carbonation pressure of RCAs went up to 150 kPa [143]. The complete replacement of RCAs after carbonation under 100% CO$_2$ concentration for 21 d was found to enhance the splitting strength of plain concrete by up to 23.1% [118]. The enhanced splitting strength may be explained by the densified microstructure of RCAs, as carbonation at 25 kPa for 2 h was reported to increase the calcium carbonate amount by over 4 times [151]. These results indicate that the splitting tensile strength of RCA concrete can even overpass that of the concrete with natural aggregates through reasonable carbonation conditions.

6.2.2 Effect of replacement ratio

Fig. 20 presents the effect of the replacement level of carbonated RFAs or RCAs on the splitting tensile strength of concrete. As compared with plain RFA concrete, the replacement of carbonated RFAs can still enhance the splitting tensile strength at up to 50% replacement, while the maximum strength improvement of 3.7% appeared at a replacement ratio of 20% [104]. In contrast, the strength ratio between carbonated RCA concrete and plain RCA reached the peak value of 119.8% under 30% replacement, after which the strength ratio decreased to below 1.0 under the complete replacement condition [143]. Therefore, although incorporating too many carbonated RCAs may decrease the strength of concrete, carbonated RCAs were more effective in tailoring the splitting tensile strength than carbonated RFAs over a wider replacement range.
**Fig. 20.** Effect of carbonated RFA replacement on splitting tensile strength of concrete [104,143].

**Fig. 21** further displays the evolution of splitting tensile strength of 3D printed mortar (3DPM) with carbonated RFA replacement ratio ranging from 0 to 100%. It is worth mentioning that the splitting tensile strength of 3DPM is referred to the interfacial bonding strength between mortar layers, which plays a critical role in determining the overall mechanical properties. In general, the splitting tensile strength of 3DPM with carbonated RFAs was higher than that with plain RFAs under the same replacement ratio, which was maintained throughout the measured replacement range and curing age. Compared to 3DPM with plain RFAs, the splitting tensile strength along the horizontal and vertical directions increased by up to 17.4% and 10.0%, respectively, due to the 30% replacement of carbonated RFAs [102]. The enhanced splitting tensile strength of 3DPM was ascribed to the formation of calcite precipitate in the adhered old mortar during carbonation, which not only densifies the microstructure of RFAs, but also generates more ettringite crystals in the new cement paste of 3DPM [135]. Moreover, the improved efficiency of 3DPM along the horizontal direction (Fig. 21a) was higher than that along the vertical direction (Fig. 21b), which can be ascribed to the closer contract interface along the horizontal direction as a result of the gravity, as well as the larger contact area of the horizontal interlayer than the vertical interlayer.
6.2.3 Effect of curing age

The evolution of splitting tensile strength of carbonated RCA concrete with curing age is shown in Fig. 22a. Although the replacement of 100% carbonated RCAs would lead to a less than 3.0% reduction in splitting tensile within 28 d of curing, a significant increase by up to 11.0% took place after cured for 91 d. Moreover, the addition of RCAs from high-strength parent materials (i.e., C65) was more favourable in the strength improvement than that from C45 parent materials regardless of curing age [100]. Fig. 22b further compares the splitting tensile strength of concrete with various types of pre-treated carbonated RCAs at 28 d and 91 d, indicating that lime-treated carbonated RCAs were more effective than carbonated RCAs without pre-treatment, while acetic acid cannot improve the quality of carbonated RCAs in terms of 28-d splitting tensile strength of concrete [116]. Under the same parent material and replacement ratio, the splitting tensile strength ratio of carbonated RCA concrete was higher than that of plain RCA concrete throughout the measured curing ages, which can be attributed to the densified microstructure of RCAs through calcite precipitation [135] and strengthened ITZ properties during carbonation (Section 5.3).
Fig. 22. Effect of curing age on splitting tensile strength of concrete with carbonated RCAs [100,116].

6.3 Flexural strength

6.3.1 Effect of carbonation condition

As listed in Table 4, the concrete with 30% RCAs presented the highest flexural strength of 4.32 MPa, while 100% replacement of RCAs produced the worst flexural strength of approximately 2.52 MPa. Similar to splitting tensile strength, RCAs after carbonated at 75 kPa for 30 min and 90 min were proved to increase the flexural strength of plain concrete by 5.5% and 3.5%, respectively, which were the only two cases with higher strength than plain concrete [143]. Moreover, the RCAs after carbonated at 150 kPa for 90 min only caused a slight decrease of 0.2 MPa in flexural strength of concrete even under complete replacement conditions [152]. The results also suggested that the low CO₂ pressure and high carbonation duration were more effective than the low CO₂ pressure and high carbonation in terms of flexural strength enhancement of carbonated RCA concrete [117]. In addition, the concrete with carbonated RCAs exhibited greater flexural performance than splitting tensile performance under the same replacement level and carbonation condition [117,143].

6.3.2 Effect of replacement ratio

The effect of carbonated RFA replacement on the flexural strength of mortar is shown in Fig. 23a, indicating a higher flexural strength of carbonated RFA mortar than mortar with uncarbonated RFAs. Within the replacement ratio range of 0–60%, the maximum improvement in flexural strength (i.e., 13.5%) took place at a replacement ratio of 30% [104], which was similar to the evolution of splitting tensile strength (Table 4). In contrast, the replacement of 30% carbonated RCAs may even lead to the lowest flexural strength ratio of concrete, as seen in Fig. 23b. Although there was no
identical regular pattern between flexural strength and replacement ratio, most experimental results confirmed that the flexural strength ratio between carbonated RCA concrete and plain RCA concrete peaked at complete replacement condition [22,23,143]. This is because the strengthening of attached old mortar during accelerated carbonation (Section 4.3) would contribute to the flexural properties of RCAs [32,34,106], and thereby the higher replacement ratio of carbonated RCAs led to the more flexural strength improvement of RCA concrete. The maximum enhancement in flexural strength (i.e., 28.7%, Fig. 23b) of RCA concrete induced by the complete replacement of carbonated RCAs was lower than that in compressive strength (i.e., 34.2%, Fig. 14a).

**Fig. 23.** Effect of carbonated RFA replacement on flexural strength of (a) mortar [104] and (b) concrete [22–24,143].

**Fig. 24** displays the effect of carbonated RFAs on the flexural strength of 3D printed mortar in terms of replacement ratio, curing age and test directions. Although the flexural strength of 3DPM containing RFAs was reduced with the rising replacement ratio [153], a higher strength can be achieved by replacing plain RFAs with carbonated RFAs regardless of curing age. Moreover, the flexural strength difference between 3DPM with plain and carbonated RFAs was enlarged with replacement ratio and curing age, as an up to 21.4% increase in 28 d flexural strength appeared in 3DPM with 100% carbonated RFA replacement (Fig. 24c). Compared to the direction-dependent flexural strength, the highest and lowest strength occurred along y-direction and x-direction, respectively, while the enhancement in strength by carbonated RFAs maintained at all directions. However, the replacement of carbonated RFAs was more effective in enhancing the compressive strength of 3DPM (i.e., up to 68.5% improvement in 28 d compressive strength [102]) than that in flexural strength, which can be explained by the densified pore structure of 3DPM. As characterised
by X-ray computed tomography, the internal pore structure of 3DPM was optimised by carbonated RFAs. In particular, the volume fraction of pores smaller than 0.2 mm increased, while that of larger pores in the range of 0.2–1 mm reduced [102]. However, the denser pores induced by carbonate precipitation or hydrations crystallization of carbonated RFAs (Section 3.2) provided more resistance to axial loading, while they made less contribution to the flexural ability of 3DPM [102].

**Fig. 24.** Effect of carbonated RFA replacement on flexural strength of 3D printed mortar along (a) x-, (b) y- and (c) z-direction [102].

6.3.3 Effect of curing age

The flexural strength of carbonated RFA mortar against curing age is presented in Fig. 25. Similar to the evolution of compressive strength (Fig. 18), although the flexural strength of carbonated RFA mortar was inferior to plain mortar with natural aggregates, the strength difference was progressively narrowed during the hydration process. The maximum flexural strength ratio between carbonated RFA mortar and plain mortar after 21 d and 28 d of curing reached up to 93.2% and 95.9%, respectively. The flexural strength ratio of carbonated RFA mortar was higher than that of
plain RFA mortar throughout the measured curing ages, which can still be observed in the flexural strength of 3DPM (Fig. 24). RFAs from high-quality parent materials (i.e., P.II. 52.5 cement) were more effective in enhancing the flexural strength of mortar than those from parent materials with P.O. 42.5 cement [83]. Therefore, the early-age flexural strength of mortar suffered more due to the addition of low-strength RFAs, but the carbonation of RFAs and high-quality parent materials helped achieve a satisfying 28 d flexural strength even under complete replacement conditions.

![Graph showing flexural strength ratio of RFA or CRFA mortar](image)

**Fig. 25.** Effect of curing age on flexural strength of mortar with carbonated RFAs [83].

Based on the above analysis, although most experimental results indicated similar variation trends, the effect of carbonated RCFs, RFAs and RCAs on mechanical properties of RCA concrete varied a lot from study to study, even leading to contradictory conclusions under the specific condition, as summarised in Table 5. This can be explained by the differences in the parent material of RCA and carbonation methods and conditions, which also suggests the necessity of a standard to evaluate and classify the quality of carbonated recycled fines and aggregates. In addition, the mechanical properties of carbonated RFA and RCA concrete were mainly measured at the ambient temperatures, so the temperature dependency of concrete with carbonated RFAs and RCAs still needs to be examined to gain more insights into the microstructure-property relationships [154–156].

**Table 5** Effect of curing age and replacement ratio on mechanical properties of concrete containing carbonated recycled fines and aggregates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recycled aggregate type</th>
<th>Curing age (d)</th>
<th>Replacement ratio (%)</th>
<th>Relative mechanical properties (%)</th>
<th>Compressive strength</th>
<th>Elastic modulus</th>
<th>Splitting strength</th>
<th>Flexural strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCF</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>+40.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>(+32.1, +45.9)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>(-3.7, +14.4)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>(+0.6, +4.5)</td>
<td>+1.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>(+2.0, +4.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>(+2.5, +5.6)</td>
<td>(+0.7, +23.4)</td>
<td>(+4.7, +19.8)</td>
<td>(-11.1, -2.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>(+6.1, +24.1)</td>
<td>+3.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>(+6.4, +9.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>(+16.6, +18.6)</td>
<td>+13.9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>(+17.2, +19.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>(+1.9, +34.2)</td>
<td>(-6.7, +28.3)</td>
<td>(-8.5, -0.3)</td>
<td>(+2.3, +28.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: (i) The experimental data were derived from Figs. 13, 14, 15, 20 and 23. (ii) The expression of (A, B) represents the variation range of data from A to B. (iii) The relative mechanical property is referred to the property ratio between concrete with carbonated recycled aggregates and plain RCA concrete.

6.4 Dynamic mechanical properties

The dynamic compressive properties of concrete with complete replacement of plain RCAs and carbonated RCAs are compared in terms of dynamic increase factors of peak stress, elastic modulus, peak strain and toughness (Fig. 26). The dynamic increase factor is defined as the ratio of mechanical properties under dynamic loading to that under static loading, which has been widely used to characterise the dynamic properties of concrete [157,158]. With the increasing strain rates from $10^{-5}$ /s to $10^{-2}$ /s, the dynamic increase factors of peak stress, elastic modulus and toughness of concrete showed increasing trends regardless of the aggregate types as a result of the strain rate effect [159]. These phenomena were closely related to the failure pattern and crack propagation resistance of concrete [160]. Under a low strain rate (i.e., $10^{-5}$ /s), only several main cracks passed through the RCA concrete specimen along with the micro cracks propagated from ITZs between RCAs and concrete matrix [113]. In contrast, more cracks took place under a high strain rate (i.e., $10^{-1}$ /s), while micro-cracks could even propagate across RCAs [161]. As a result, more fractured aggregates occurred under a higher strain rate, which consumed more energy and led to higher dynamic strength and modulus [159]. Moreover, the peak stress and elastic modulus of carbonated RCA concrete were higher than that of plain RCA concrete, but the strain-rate sensitivity of peak stress and elastic modulus was less obvious in concrete with carbonated RCAs. In other words, the slopes of fitting curves between dynamic increase factors and strain rate of RCA concrete were higher than that of carbonated RCA concrete, as shown in Fig. 26a and b. According to the Stefan theory of viscous fluid-disk composites [162], the lower porosity and fewer micro cracks in carbonated RCA concrete would reduce the micro units to resist dynamic compressive loading, and
thereby smaller increase in dynamic strength and modulus occurred at a higher strain rate [113]. In addition, more significant strain-rate sensitivity in toughness can be observed in carbonated RCA concrete (Fig. 26c), in contrast with no obvious trend in the evolution of peak strain with strain rate (Fig. 26d).

Fig. 26. Effect of carbonated RCAs on dynamic increase factor of concrete [113].

7. Sustainability assessment

In addition to the enhancements in micro- and macro-mechanical properties, the environmental benefits of utilising carbonated RCFs and RCAs are discussed at both local and global levels. From the local perspective, carbon emission analysis of carbonated recycled aggregates was conducted through a cradle-to-gate approach [163], taking into account the carbon footprint during natural resources mining, cement production, crushing and sorting of recycled aggregates as well as material transformation among plants [7]. On that basis, the parameters of total carbon emission and CO₂ intensity, referring to the ratio between carbon footprint and compressive strength of concrete, were adopted to quantify the environmental impacts [164]. The results indicated that both total
carbon emission and CO₂ intensity of concrete were reduced by 7.1–13.3% and 13.4–18.4%, respectively, through 100% replacement of NCAs or RCAs by carbonated RCAs [165]. The reduction in carbon footprint can be ascribed to the CO₂ capture of recycled aggregates during accelerated carbonation and the avoidance of waste landfill. More importantly, parameter sensitivity analysis suggested that transportation was a critical issue for reducing the carbon footprint of RCA concrete, while the carbon emission during CO₂ mineralisation of recycled aggregates was closely related to the CO₂ intensity of concrete with carbonated RCAs. In particular, the CO₂ intensity of RCA concrete was lower than that of plain concrete only when the transportation distance of natural aggregates was higher than 335.124 km, while higher environmental benefits can be achieved by carbonated RCA concrete on condition that the transportation distance was shorter than 348.15 km (Fig. 27a). In addition, the CO₂ intensity of concrete with carbonated RCAs increased linearly with the carbon emission factor (CEF) of accelerated carbonation process, while the boundary CEF was 1.95 and 2.79 to gain a lower CO₂ intensity than plain concrete and RCA concrete, respectively (Fig. 27b). Therefore, both reasonable transportation distance and high-efficient carbon capture process are essential to optimise the local environment benefits of carbonated recycled aggregates.

![Fig. 27. Evolution of CO₂ intensity with respect to (a) transportation distance of aggregates and (b) CO₂ mineralisation process [165].](image)

From the global perspective, no more than 50% of material CO₂ was bound during the service life of concrete structures due to the low rate of natural carbonation, and thereby there existed a considerably global potential to utilise recycled aggregates as CO₂ sink [166]. On that basis, the net CO₂ emission reduction induced by CO₂ mineralisation of RCAs in 14 global regions was estimated through life cycle assessment [167]. It was found that environmental benefits from the utilisation of
carbonated RCAs differed significantly between countries, indicating that USA and China benefited the most in terms of the annual net CO₂ emissions while the CO₂ emission per tonne CO₂ uptake varies from 0.7 in Brazil to 2.6 in Pakistan [16,167]. Moreover, the indirect global carbon footprint reduction due to the application of carbonated solid wastes in mortar and concrete was overpassed that caused by direct CO₂ reduction during the mineralisation process [168]. China and USA had potential indirect carbon reduction of 1603.7 Mt/year and 464.9 Mt/year, while the annual direct reduction potentials of these two countries were only 132.2 MtCO₂ and 29.4 MtCO₂, respectively (Fig. 28). The net negative carbon emissions and positive economic value can hardly be obtained at the same time even using CO₂ mineralisation technology, implying that the concrete recycling and CO₂ mineralisation process still need further adjustment to realise an environmental and economic balance [169,170]. Linking the local to global perspective, restructuring of transportation network and relocation of recycling plants were effective in maximising the overall CO₂ mitigation capacity regardless of spatial distribution [167].

Fig. 28. Estimation of global indirect carbon footprint reduction due to utilisation of carbonated solid wastes in mortar and concrete [168].

8. Conclusions and perspectives

8.1 Conclusions

As a sustainable carbon capture approach, the CO₂ mineralisation of fines and aggregates from recycled concrete appears to be a viable alternative to reduce carbon footprint. This paper presents a critical review of concrete containing carbonated recycled fines and aggregates in terms of hydration, microstructure, mechanical properties and sustainability. The main conclusions can be
drawn as follows:

- RCFs and RCAs were more suitable for liquid-solid and gas-solid carbonation, respectively, while both types of carbonation methods can achieve a satisfactory carbonation degree in RFAs. The effectiveness of gas-solid carbonation was highly dependent on the CO₂ concentration, pressure, RH, carbonation duration and moisture content of parent materials, while liquid-solid carbonation was proved to be more efficient to finish the carbonation process within 6 h.

- The carbonation kinetics of RCFs in aqueous environment presented a typical particle size effect, as particles larger than 0.6 mm were covered with a reactive shell on the outer surface, while particles smaller than 0.15 mm were disintegrated after accelerated carbonation. During cement hydration, carbonated RCFs facilitated the nucleation and stabilization of C-S-H gels and contributed to the rapid hydration of cement due to its high pozzolanic reactivity, indicating that RCFs can be transferred to a reactive pozzolan through enforced carbonation.

- The carbonation of RFAs and RCAs resulted in the densification of microstructure, followed by the increase in density and crushing value as well as the decline in porosity and water absorption. The calcite precipitation on carbonated RCAs surface can reduce the porosity at the innermost 10 μm of ITZ, while the thickness of ITZ was not significantly affected.

- The synergic effects of physical interlocking and chemical bonding not only densify the local surface of carbonated RCAs but also provide superior adhesion between RCAs and new paste, which would consequently enhance the micro-mechanical properties of ITZ. There was a strong linear correlation between the compressive strength of concrete and the average indentation modulus of old aggregate-old mortar ITZ regardless of the carbonation condition.

- To date, the replacement ratio of RCFs in cement paste has not exceeded 30%, while the maximum replacement of RFAs and RCAs in concrete reached up to 100%. As compared with plain paste, the replacement of carbonated RCFs led to an approximately 10% increase in 28-d strength, while the higher replacement would cause a drop in strength due to the dilution effect. In contrast, the strength of concrete with carbonated RCAs is lower than the plain concrete regardless of the replacement ratio, due to the low strength of attached mortar on RCAs.

- A higher strength of concrete can be obtained by replacing uncarbonated RCAs with carbonated RCAs. Compared to concrete with plain RCAs, the elastic modulus, and compressive, splitting tensile and flexural strengths of concrete went up by up to 28.3%, 33.0%, 12.1% and 28.7%, respectively, under 100% replacement of carbonated RCAs. Due to the Stefan effect, carbonated
RCA concrete had higher dynamic peak stress but lower strain-rate sensitivity of elastic modulus than plain RCA concrete.

- Local environmental benefits in terms of an up to 13.3% and 18.4% drop in total carbon footprint and CO₂ intensity of concrete can be achieved through CO₂ mineralisation of RCAs. However, the global CO₂ mitigation capacity of recycled concrete varied from region to region, making it hard to realise a balance between environmental and economic benefits.

8.2 Perspectives
Towards better utilisation of recycled fines and aggregates through CO₂ mineralisation technology, there are still several aspects to be considered for future research.

- A standard for evaluating the quality of RFAs and RCAs after carbonation is required, accounting for the particle size, carbonation condition, duration and strength of parent materials.
- The mechanical properties of carbonated RFA and RCA concrete under cyclic loading, freeze-thaw cycles and high-temperature environments need to be examined.
- It is essential to investigate the size effect of static and dynamic mechanical properties of concrete with carbonated RCAs for large-scale applications in engineering structures.
- The relationship between the concrete properties and microstructure of carbonated recycled concrete aggregates needs to be explored to gain more insights into the overall properties.
- It is worth to study the bonding performance between carbonated RCA concrete and hybrid reinforcements such as nanomaterials, steel fibre, polymer fibre and FRP bars.
- More efforts are required to develop sustainable cementitious composites such as UHPC, ECC and 3D printed concrete using the carbonated RFAs and RCAs (Fig. 29).
Fig. 29. Future work for CO₂ mineralisation of recycled concrete fines and aggregates.
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